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Amsterdam decided that all new construction projects, from
2015 on, must be energy neutral by avoiding fossil fuels in
building-related energy consumption, while increasing the
energy efficiency. The neighbourhood Zeeburgereiland in
Amsterdam is planned as a dynamic and attractive island
for dwelling and recreation, which aims to be energy-neutral by promoting renewable energies.
But despite their sustainable character there is growing
opposition against technologies like wind turbines and solar
parks. This opposition can complicate and even impede the
energy transition in building projects like the Zeeburgereiland, giving the social acceptance of renewable energy
technologies a substantial factor.
This thesis investigated which physical and psychological attributes influence people’s liking and disliking of
renewable energy, consequently formulating implications
for design that could account for public preference. The
research was addressed by a literature review and a survey
on four solar energy projects in the Netherlands, sounding
people’s opinion on both solar parks and small-scale solar
trees.
The research shows, that both the solar parks and smallscale solar features have a positive perception by the
participants because of their green and renewable character. While most participants prefer the small-scale solar
trees, its comparably low energy generation is recognized,
leading to an agreement for additional solar fields. By
designing the edges of such a solar park well, it scores
higher in people’s perception, leading to a greater acceptance. Translated into the specific case of Zeeburgereiland,
a combination of contemporary designed solar field islands
and artistic solar structures in the shape of pergolas in the
direct urban environment is found to work best. Reaching
not only the goal to make Zeeburgereiland energy-neutral,
but also translating this transition into a sustainable and
green character of street profiles and public facilities, while
creating diverse synergies for the residents.
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